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Coronavirus Outbreak Disrupts Steady Market Gains

Concerns over coronavirus broke
the streak and are increasingly affecting global equities. The World
Health Organization (WHO) declared a Public Health Emergency
of International Concern on Thursday, January 30th. At the time, the
coronavirus had sickened more
than 9,500 people and killed 213.
Notably, while WHO’s move highlighted the risk of a potential global
outbreak, the organization stopped
short of recommending restrictions
on travel or trade.
Historically, markets often react
quickly and sharply to threats of
this nature as investors frequently theorize and assume potentially devastating consequences that
rarely actually materialize. Currently, the most likely outcome, beyond the obvious human element,
is a temporary hit to Chinese and
global GDP, rather than a larger impact that seriously impacts global
growth.
Chinese New Year always dramatically lowers manufacturing output
as the country largely shuts down
for around two weeks. This year,

the impact is difficult to forecast.
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‘

...the current lockdown
on transportation and factory activity is already larger than the SARS reaction,
floods in Thailand or the
earthquakes in Japan.

‘

After a strong start to 2020 that
lifted nearly all major U.S. equity
indices to record highs through late
January, the rapidly spreading coronavirus originating in China provoked fears of significant economic
damage that have nearly erased
all of January’s market gains. Before the shock to the market, the
S&P 500 had notched record highs
during one its longest streaks without a 1% daily move in the past five
decades, highlighting strong investor comfort and expectations.

Beyond China, markets already
seemed somewhat fragile. While
U.S. stocks had moved sharply up
through late January on increasing growth expectations, Barrons
reported that analysts predicted
corporate earnings would not keep
pace. Rather than increasing, net
income for the aggregate S&P 500
was projected to fall 2.6% in the
fourth quarter.
Factset’s projections are a bit
more optimistic with expectations
for blended S&P 500 earnings in
fourth quarter only declining 2.1%.
Still, even using the more optimistic 2.1% decline, the index will
have reported four straight quarters of year-over-year earnings declines, the first time since Q3 2015
through Q2 2016.

the spread of the virus is occurring over the holiday which started Furthermore, the Internationon January 25th and runs through al Monetary Fund (IMF) forecasts
around February 8th.
American U.S. growth of just 2.0%
in 2020, down from 2.3% in 2019.
Fears of the virus are expected to Similarly, the IMF expects China’s
cause more factory shutdowns that growth to slide down to 6.0% in
could last much longer, likely dis- 2020 from 6.1% in 2019. Notably,
rupting supply chains much more the China forecast improved after
than normal. China now represents the recent trade deal, but the IMF’s
more than twice the share of glob- projection also preceded the coroal merchandise exports that it did navirus outbreak, which could obin 2003, when the SARS virus hit. viously dent these numbers.
By comparison, the current lockdown on transportation and facto- In both cases, the IMF’s slower
ry activity is already larger than the growth predictions go beyond the
SARS reaction, floods in Thailand trade war. For the U.S., the impact
or the earthquakes in Japan. The of the tax overhaul has already
interconnected nature of advanced been absorbed and China’s econoglobal supply chains appears likely my is maturing while its population
to challenge global manufacturers ages, and debt financing of large
differently than any past event, and
with the shutdowns just beginning,
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infrastructure projects diminishes. since the 2000 dot-com bubble.
For the U.S., the numbers are certainly not disastrous, but appear Yet, stocks look much more attracinconsistent with general expecta- tive when compared to the bond
tions of increasing growth in 2020. market. Because bonds are the
primary alternative to stocks, and
Globally, however, numbers look yields on risk-free U.S. government
better. The IMF, World Bank and remain at historically low levels,
various other economists predict a the common comparison of the
modest global economy rebound in S&P 500 dividend yield to that of
2020 following a year that notched the 10-year treasury note suggest
the weakest growth since the fi- stocks are appealing. Currently, the
nancial crises.
S&P 500 dividend yield is virtually
identical to that of the 10-year U.S.
Both France and Italy saw eco- Treasury note, while historically
nomic output shrink in the fourth stocks yield roughly 20% less than
quarter, and Germany struggled risk-free bonds. By this measure,
with its weakest growth since 2013 stocks could be argued to be unas exports faltered. Expectations derpriced.
for 2020 are higher and the U.K.
economy, which slowed in 2019 Many other economic gauges also
during Brexit uncertainty, is expect- remain solid including a long list of
ed to rebound.
indicators such as unemployment,
labor force participation, growth
Beyond
developed
Europe, in average hourly earnings, progrowth forecasts are notably bet- ductivity growth, retail spending,
ter for various large emerging mar- home sales, housing starts, conkets including Brazil, India, Mexico, sumer sentiment, household debt,
and Russia. All are expected to en- outstanding consumer credit, and
joy accelerated growth in 2020 of loan delinquency rates. While
about a full percentage point.
there is weakness in some notable
areas such as business investment,
Looking longer term, one can ar- most indicators suggest the econogue either that stocks are approach- my remains on stable footing.
ing valuations last seen during the
height of the dot-com bubble in Overall, the picture seems to re2000, or that they are reasonably veal a stable U.S. economy moving
priced. According to FactsSet, the positively forward, but also circumcurrent price-to-earnings ratio sits stances that are unlikely to deliver
around 18.5, well above both the investor growth expectations. The
5-year average of 16.7 and the recent pullback in stocks triggered
10-year average of 14.9. The PE by coronavirus leaves a market
10 ratio, which uses the average that is slightly less expensive, but
inflation-adjusted earnings from also presents a fresh and highly unthe previous 10 years, sits near its predictable challenge to both U.S.
highest levels ever recorded, sur- and global economies. While the
passed only by the peaks of 1999 market could quickly recover with
and 1929. Similarly, the price-to- a rapid fade of coronavirus, and
sales ratio is at its highest level ongoing growth expectations could

propel equities forward, we still remain unenthusiastically neutral in
the short-term about U.S. equities
and less positive in the medium
term given current market valuations versus our economic growth
expectations. Conversely, international markets may offer more attractive opportunities given their
generally much more attractive valuations relative to growth expectations.

This commentary is furnished for informational purposes
only and is not investment advice, a solicitation, an offer
to buy or sell, or a recommendation of any security to any
person. Opinions, beliefs and/or thoughts are as of the
date given and are subject to change without notice. The
information presented in this commentary was obtained
from sources and data considered to be reliable, but its
accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed. It should
not be used as a primary basis for making investment decisions. Consider your own financial circumstances and
goals carefully before investing. Certain sections of this
commentary contain forward-looking statements that
are based on our reasonable expectations, estimates,
projections, and assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not indicators or guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which
are difficult to predict. Past performance is not indicative
of future results. Diversification strategies do not ensure
a profit and cannot protect against losses in a declining
market. All indices are unmanaged and investors cannot
invest directly into an index. You should not assume that
an investment in the securities or investment strategies
identified was or will be profitable.
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